Loyola Institute of Vocational Education (LIVE),
Loyola College Chennai 600034.

In association with

National Stock Exchange of India Limited (NSEIL)
Mumbai

Offers

Certified Capital Market Professional (CCMP) Course

**What is Certified Capital Market Professional?**

Certified Capital Market Professional (CCMP) is a course launched as a joint-cooperation between National Stock Exchange of India Limited and LIVE – Loyola College to impart knowledge and awareness about the securities market and thereby upgrade the skills and proficiency of the participants (candidates) of the course.

**Who can register?**

The students of Loyola College, students of other Colleges, working professionals, Investors etc. Basic Educational qualification is 12th Standard.

**How to register?**

The candidate has to contact the Director – LIVE, Loyola College and register by fulfilling the requisite details and making payment of necessary fees.

**Duration of the Course**

Total number of hours would be 100 which include 80 hours of theoretical session & 20 hours of practical training spread over a period of four to six months. The dates of the course would be as decided by LIVE – Loyola College.

**What are the Course Contents?**

- Introduction to Financial Markets
- Derivatives
- Trading System
- Macro Economics
Fundamental Analysis
Technical Analysis
Market Operations
Currency Futures
Discussions on Financial Newspapers and Journals
Practical Training

Training Methodology

There would be 80 hours of theoretical session conducted by LIVE – Loyola College which would also include few sessions conducted by NSE.

There would be 20 hours of practical sessions on the Trading System (mock or simulated environment) and exposure to back office operations at a NSE Trading Member office in Chennai.

Examination Methodology

Mid term Exam – Conducted by LIVE – Loyola College.

Project work – Topic shall be provided by LIVE- Loyola College and the same to be submitted to LIVE-Loyola College and shall be evaluated before the candidate appears for End term exam.

End term Exam - On-line Examinations to be conducted by NSE at Chennai. Date of Exam shall be finalized by LIVE – Loyola College in co-ordination with NSE. Once the same is confirmed no change of dates are possible for any candidate.

Requisites for course completion

- Securing at least 50% marks in Mid term examination
- Submission of project work of satisfactory quality
- Securing at least 50% marks in End term examination

What if candidate is unable to secure the requisite percentage?

The candidate would be given another opportunity to meet the above mentioned requisites. If the same is not met then the candidate can avail of a participation certificate or appear for the Exam along with the next batch of students by paying the Examination fees which would be decided from time to time by LIVE- Loyola College / NSE.

When the Certificate will be awarded?

Upon successful completion, the candidate would be issued a joint certificate by LIVE – Loyola College and NSE. The certificate would be distributed by LIVE – Loyola College directly to the candidate.

What is the Course Fee?

The course fee is Rs.15000/- (Fifteen Thousand Only) to be paid by the candidate directly at the bank in Loyola College premises through Cash/DD – favoring “Director – LIVE”. The fee covers the cost of Theoretical & Practical Training sessions, study material (designed by NSE & copies shall be provided by LIVE- Loyola College), NSE Online Examination fees, certificate, etc.